
Cyr wheel · chinese pole
Directed by Bet Miralta [Escarlata Circus]

Contact company:
pasaendiciembre@gmail.com  
Silvia Capell +34 680 242 012

Contact distribution:
 purpusii.endiciembre@gmail.com

Comical and oneiric circus
Two human beings, two separate universes, building each other simultaneously. They 
live, dream and fight hand-to-hand until they embrace the fragility of human condition. 
Absurd and funny, Purpusii revolves around the timeless adventure of living together.

The Company resides in:
La Central del Circ – Fàbrica de Creació de Circ de l’Ajuntament de Barcelona
The Company took part in the project :
Autopistes - Circus dissemination

cCrcus techniques: Cyr wheel, chinese pole
Público: all públic
Duration: 45 minutes
Espaces: street, theatre, tent, multipurpose spacesTechniquement autonome en rue
Fiche technique légère en intérieur
Stage space : 8 m x 8 m 
Height: 7 m 
Anchor points: 3, supporting 250kg each one

Video

www.ciaendiciembre.wordpress.com

Conception: 
En Diciembre
Actors: 
Silvia Capell, Sergio González
Direction: 
Bet Miralta (Escarlata Circus)
Soundtrack: 
Xavier Boixadera
Costume: 
Nené
Photo: 
Jose Luis Montero, Julian Waisbord
Video: Julian Waisbord

https://vimeo.com/137400730


Residences: 

Support:

Beques per a la recerca i la creació

En Diciembre
En Diciembre started in 2014, from the passion of circus and the 
shared desire among its members to create a lot of different things. 
Created by Sergio Gonzalez and Silvia Capell, this is the first show of 
the company that originates from improvisations, and also from the 
risk and the interest of learning. It has been made and shown bit by 
bit to the public view.
For this piece, Silvia Capell (Crimen contrarreloj, Cia Capgirades / Vio-
leta, Col·lectiu La Persiana) skips her beloved trapeze to choose the 
Cyr wheel and the Chinese pole. Sergio González (Learning, begining to 
lose, Atempo Circ / Retalls, GREC Festival de Barcelona 2013 / AAAART, 
18è Circ d‘Hivern de l‘Ateneu Popular 9 Barris / Violeta, Col·lectiu La 
Persiana), also works on this piece with the wheel and the pole. Since 
2011 Sergio works and creates in the contemporary dance field.

Technical Ryder
In relation to space
Intimate and collected space (without interference from noise, 
traffic)
Maximum Capacity 350-400 people.
Distributed public semicircular (120º)

Assembly and disassembly.
Assembly time: 3h
Dismantling time: 1 hour

By the organizer
Water bottles
WC nearby

Dressing Personal
1 ruler space from ½  hour before the performance and
½  hour after

Technical requirements
• Space 8x8 and 7 meters high
• Floor level smooth, clean, no deformities and (very impor-

tant 0 ° degrees of altitude). Failing that, if not fulfill these 
conditions, 8x8 platform smooth, level (very important 0° 
degrees of altitude). When in doubt Attach Photo.

• Three points of anchorage to withstand 250 kg each or pos-
sibility of using chemical block or screw (in the latter case 
they drill the floor with a total of 6 holes)

• Sound equipment and power cord to connect the PC mini-
jack and two amplifiers

• 2 room mics

About the time of the performance
The time of the performance will be agreed with the company, 
because we have take into account the moisture content.

This physical, comical, absurd and unreal circus we build exists 
in a poetical world that tells us about human stupidity, that one 
that keeps us moving forward and helps us building ourselves. 
Purpusii is the result of an investigation on movement, poetry, 
tones, silence, measured tempers and circus techniques.
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